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Survival of HIV Infected Children  
on Antiretroviral Therapy 

 
The aim of this study was to assess the survival of HIV infected 
children on Antiretroviral Therapy (ART) at Specialist Hospital, 
Mingalardon and 300 bedded Children's Hospital, Mandalay. 
Retrospective cohort study was carried out among HIV positive 
children (under 15 years aged) on ART from 1st January 2005 to 
31st August 2012. Information on relevant variables was collected 
from patients’ ART cards and registries. Life table was used to 
estimate the cumulative survival of children. Kaplan-Meier 
survival curves were constructed and the difference between the 
curves was assessed using the log ranks test.  

A total of 881 records were included in the data analysis. The 
mean (±SD) age at time of diagnosis was 64.14(±38.15) months 
and the mean (±SD) age at initiation of ART was 74.9(±38.04) 
months. The median follow-up period was 26 months (IQR=27 
months). At the end of follow-up, 87(9.9%) were dead, 28(3.2%) 
were loss to follow-up and 15(1.7%) were transferred out to other 
health facility. Mortality was 4.16 deaths per 100-child-years of 
follow-up period.  The cumulative probabilities of survival at 3, 6, 
12, 24, and 60 months of ART were 0.94, 0.93, 0.92, 0.91 and 
0.89, respectively. Majority (86.2%) of the deaths occurred within 
the first year of treatment.  

There was a high rate of mortality within one year after initiation 
of ART. Hence, priority should be given to the children during the 
first year after initiation of ART. 
 

ခခအားကျ ရာဂါကသ ဆးြဖင့် ဆးကသမခယူ န သာ 
က လးများ အသက်ရှင်မကိ လ့လာြခင်း 

 
ဤသ တသန၏ရည်ရွယ်ချက်မှာ အထူးက ဆးရမဂလာဒနှင့် ခတင် (၃၀၀)
က လး ဆးရ၊ မန္တ လးတွင် ခခအားကျ ရာဂါကသ ဆးြဖင့် ဆးကသမခယူ
န သာ က လးများ၏အသက်ရှင်မကိ လ့လာရန်ရည်ရွယ်ပါသည်၊၊ ခခအား
ကျ ရာဂါကသ ဆးြဖင့် ဆးကသမခယူ န သာ အသက် (၁၅) နှစ် အာက်
က လးများ၏ ဇန်နဝါရီလ ၁ ရက် ၂၀၀၅ မ ှ သဂတ်လ ၃၁ ရက်  ၂၀၁၂ အထိ
ဆးမှတ်တမ်းကဒ်နှင့် မှတ်တမ်းစာအပ်များမှအချက်အလက်များ ကာက်ယူထား
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ပါသည်၊၊ ခခအားကျ ရာဂါကသ ဆးြဖင့် ဆးကသမခယူ 
ပီး နာက် အသက်ရှင်နိင် ြခများအား Life table အသးြပု၍ 
ဖာ်ြပထားပါသည်၊၊ အပ်စအလိက် အသကရ်င်ှနိင်မများအား 

Kaplan-Meier curve ကိအသးြပု ပီး curve များြခားနား 
ြခင်းအား Log rank test ကိအသးြပု လ့လာထားပါသည်၊၊ 

ခခအားကျ ရာဂါကသ ဆးြဖင့် ဆးကသမခယူ န သာက လး 
စစ ပါင်း (၈၈၁) ဦးအား လ့လာခဲ့ပါသည်၊၊ ရာဂါသိစအချိန ်
တွင် က လးများ၏ ပျမ်းမအသက်မှာ (၆၄) လြဖစ် ပီး ခခအား 
ကျ ရာဂါကသ ဆးြဖင့် စတင်ကသချိန်က လးများ၏ ပျမ်းမ  
အသက်မှာ (၇၅) လ ြဖစ်ပါသည်၊၊ က လးတစ်ဦးအား လ့လာ 
သည့် ကာလမှာ (၂၆) လ (အလယ်ကိန်း) ြဖစ်ပါသည်၊၊   စစ ပါင်း 
လ့လာသည့် (၈၇) လ အတွင်း သဆးသူစစ ပါင်း (၈၇) ဦး၊  
ဆက်လက် ဆးကသမခယူရန် ပျက်ကွက်သူ (၂၈) ဦးနှင့် အြခား 
ဆးကသမဌာနသိ ့ ြပာင်း ရက့သသူ (၁၅) ဦးရှိပါသည်၊၊ 

သဆးမနန်းမှာ တစ်နှစ်လင ်က လး ၁၀၀ တွင် (၄) ဦး ြဖစ်ပါ 
သည်၊၊ ဆးကသမခယူ ပီး နာက်  ၃ လ၊ ၆ လ၊ ၁၂ လ၊ ၂၄ လ 
နှင့် ၆၀ လ တိတ့ွင် အသက်ရှင်နိင် ြခများမှာ ၉၄ ရာခိင်နန်း၊ 
၉၃ ရာခိင်နန်း၊ ၉၂ ရာခိင်နန်း၊ ၉၁ ရာခိင်နန်းနှင့် ၈၉ ရာခိင်နန်း 
အသီးသီးတိြ့ဖစ်ကပါသည်၊၊ သဆးသူများ၏ ၈၆ ရာခိင်နန်းမှာ 
ခခအားကျ ရာဂါကသ ဆးြဖင့် ကသပီး တစ်နှစ်အတွင်း သဆး 
ကြခင်းြဖစ်ပါသည်၊၊ 

သဆးမများသည် ခခအားကျ ရာဂါကသ ဆးြဖင့် ကသပီး 
တစ်နှစ်အတွင်း အများဆးြဖစ်ပါသည်၊၊ ထိ ့ ကာင့် ဆးကသမ 
ခယူ န သာက လးများအား  ပထမတစ်နှစ်အတွင်း အထူးဂရ 
ထား ြပုစ စာင့် ရှာက်သင့်ပါသည်၊၊ 

Reference: Khaing Lay Mon, Khaymar Mya & Ko Ko Zaw. 
The 43rd Myanmar Health Research Congress Programme 
& Abstracts, 29. 
  

 

Efficacy and Community Effectiveness of Larvivorous Fish for Dengue Vector Control 
 

To evaluate the efficacy and community effectiveness 
of larvivorous fish for the control of dengue vectors 
and dengue transmission, when used as a single agent 
or in combination with other vector control methods. 

Comprehensive literature search of published and 
grey literature using PubMed, EMBASE (DMDI), 
Web of Science, WHOLIS, WILEY, LILACS, GIFT, 
Cochrane Library, ELDIS, New York Academy of 
Medicine Grey Literature Report and Google. All 
results were checked for duplicates and examined for 
eligibility. Methodological quality of the studies was 
assessed using RoBANS.  

Thirteen articles were considered eligible for inclusion. 
Incorporating a wide range of interventions and 
outcome measures, three were efficacy studies and 10 
assessed community effectiveness. None of the studies 
were randomized or cluster-randomized controlled 
trials. All three efficacy studies and seven community 
effectiveness studies investigated fish as a single 
agent.  All  efficacy  studies   reported  elimination  of  

Aedes larvae from treated containers, while community 
effectiveness studies reported reductions in immature 
vector stages, two of which also detected a continuous 
decline over 2 years. An impact on adult mosquitoes 
was shown in only two community effectiveness 
studies. Reductions in dengue cases following inter- 
vention were reported in two studies, but it was not 
possible to attribute this to the intervention.  

While the use of  larvivorous fish as a single agent or 
in combination with other control measures could lead 
to reductions in immature vector stages, considerable 
limitations in all the studies restricted any conclusions 
with respect to the evaluation of community effective- 
ness. Evidence for the community effectiveness of 
larvivorous fish as a single agent remains minimal 
and cluster randomized controlled studies that include 
the assessment of impact on dengue are recommended.  

Source: Wai Wai Han, Lazaro A, McCall PJ, et al. Tropical 
Medicine and International Health September 2015; 
20(9): 1239-56. 

 
 

 

 U.S Scientists Successfully Turn Human Cancer Cells Back to Normal  
in Process that could ‘Switch off’ Disease 

 
Cancer cells have been programmed back to normal 
by scientists in breakthrough which could lead to new 
treatments and even reverse tumor growth. 

For the first time, aggressive breast, lung and bladder 
cancer cells have been turned back into harmless 

benign cells by restoring the function which prevents 
them from multiplying excessively and forming 
dangerous growth. 

Scientists at the Mayo clinic in Florida in the U.S. 
said, so far it has only been tested on human cells in 

Abstract of  Research Paper Published or Read Abroad by DMR Scientists 

News about Medicine & Health 
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the lab, but the researchers are hopeful that the 
technique could one day be used to target tumors so 
that cancer could be ‘switched off’ without the need 
for harsh chemotherapy or surgery. 

Initial experiments in some aggressive types of cancer 
are indeed very promising.  It represents an unexpected 
new biology that provides the code, the software for 
turning off cancer. 

Although the cells are needed to divide constantly to 
replace themselves in normal process, the cancer cells 
cannot stop providing, leading to huge cell production 
and tumor growth. 

The scientists discovered that the glue which holds 
cells together is regulated by biological microprocessors 
called  microRNAs. When  everything is  working 
normally, the microRNAs instruct the cells to stop 
dividing when they have replicated sufficiently.  They 
do this by triggering production of a protein called 
PLEKHA7 which breaks the cell bonds.  But in cancer 
that processes does not work. Professor Anastasaidis 
s  

said their scientific team has done in very aggressive 
human cell lines from breast and bladder cancer.  
These cells are already missing PLEKHA7. Restoring 
either PLEKHA7 levels or the levels of microRNAs 
in these cells turns them back to a benign state.   

Scientists discovered they could switch on cancer in 
cells by removing the microRNAs from cells and 
preventing them from producing the protein. And, 
crucially, they found that they could reverse the 
process, switching the brakes back on and stopping 
cancer.  

MicroRNAs are small molecules which can be 
delivered directly to cells or tumors so an injection to 
increase levels could switch off disease. 

Cancer experts in Britain said the research solved a 
riddle that biologist had puzzled over for decades, 
why cells did not naturally prevent the proliferation of 
cancer. This is an unexpected finding.  

Source: news.nationalpost.com 
Contributed by Immunology Research Division 

Health Risks of Processed Foods 
 

Americans get processed food not only from fast-food 
restaurants but also from their neighborhood grocery 
stores. As it stands, about 90 percent of the money 
that Americans spend on food is used to buy.  

It comes in a box, can, bag or carton, it's processed. 
The fact that these foods are so readily available, and, 
often, of such poor quality, has led some, like associate 
professor of pediatrics at Harvard David Ludwig, to 
say that they're actually discouraging healthy eating 
and leading to a "toxic environment." There's the 
incessant advertising and marketing of the poorest 
quality foods imaginable. Processed foods have, 
indeed, been implicated in a host of chronic diseases 
and health conditions that are currently plaguing the 
nation.  

Obesity: The World Health Organization (WHO) says 
processed foods are to blame for the sharp rise in 
obesity (and chronic disease) seen around the world. 
In one study by Ludwig and colleagues, children who 
ate processed fast foods in a restaurant ate 126 more 
calories than on days they did not. Over the course of 
a year, this could translate into 13 pounds of weight 
gain just from fast food.  

Diabetes: As far as our hormones and metabolism are 
concerned, there's no difference between a bowl of 
unsweetened corn flakes and a bowl of table sugar. 
Glucose is the gold standard of energy metabolism. 
The brain is exquisitely dependent on having a 
continuous supply of glucose: too low a glucose level 
poses an immediate threat to survival. But too high a 
level causes damage to tissues, as with diabetes. 

Heart Disease:  Many processed foods contain trans 
fatty acids (TFA), a dangerous type of fat. According 
to the American Heart Association, "TFAs tend to 
raise LDL ("bad") cholesterol and lower HDL ("good") 
cholesterol. These changes may increase the risk of 
heart disease." Further, most processed foods are 
extremely high in salt, another blow to the heart.  

Cancer: A seven-year study of close to 200,000 
people by the University of Hawaii found that people 
who ate the most processed meats (hot dogs, sausage) 
had a 67 percent higher risk of pancreatic cancer than 
those who ate little or no meat products. A Canadian 
study of over 400 men aged 50 to 80 found similar 
results. Men whose eating habits fell into the 
"processed" pattern (processed meats, red meat, organ 
meats, refined grains, vegetable oils and soft drinks) 
had a significantly higher risk of prostate cancer than 
men in the other groups. Men who ate the most 
processed foods had a 2.5-fold increased prostate 
cancer risk. Yet another study published in the journal 
Cancer Epidemiology, Mile Markers, and Prevention 
found that refined carbohydrates like white flour, 
sugar and high fructose corn syrup is also linked to 
cancer. The study of more than 1,800 women in 
Mexico found that those who got 57 percent or more 
of their total energy intake from refined carbohydrates 
had a 220 percent higher risk of breast cancer than 
women who ate more balanced diets.  

Food Additives: Unknown Effects: The Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) maintains a list of over 
3,000 chemicals that are added to the processed food 
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supply. These compounds do various things to food: 
add color, stabilize, texturize, preserve, sweeten, 
thicken, add flavor, soften, emulsify and more.  

Some of these additives have never been tested for 
safety. Some compounds that are known to be toxic to 
humans or animals are also allowed, though at the 
level of 1/100th of the amount that is considered 
harmful. Potential side effects from the additives vary, 
and   are  controversial.  For just one common food  
 

additive, monosodium glutamate (MSG), the following 
symptoms have been reported: Numbness, Burning 
sensation, Tingling, Facial pressure or tightness, Chest 
pain, Headache, Nausea, Rapid heartbeat, Drowsiness, 
Weakness, Difficulty breathing for asthmatics. As is 
the case with most food additives, some people have 
no side effects, but others may become ill. 

Source: http://www. americanheart.org. 
Contributed by Radiation Toxicology Research Division 

Tattoos Mistaken as Cancer Metastases 
 

Physicians should be aware that tattoo ink can look 
like the spread of cancer to the lymph nodes on 
diagnostic imaging — and unnecessary treatment can 
result. That is the take-home message from a case 
report of a 32-year-old woman with locally advanced 
cervical cancer. The 14 tattoos that extensively covered 
the legs of the mother of four had been applied over 
an 11-year period. As in many cases of locally 
advanced cervical cancer, imaging was performed 
before surgery to look for metastatic disease.  

A preoperative whole-body PET-CT scan revealed 
what appeared to be cancer spread in the left and right 
ileac lymph nodes. The patient then underwent 
surgery for the cervical cancer, which included a 
hysterectomy, salpingectomy, and regional lymph 
node dissection. Exploratory lymph node dissection 
indicated a collection of enlarged pigmented ileac 
lymph nodes, ranging in size from 1.5 to 2.0 cm. By 
the time the patient left the operating room, 40 lymph 
nodes had been surgically removed. However, when 
pathologists examined the nodal tissue, there was no 

cancer. Ultimately, pathologic assessment of the 
resected fluorine-18-deoxyglucose-avid nodes indicated 
the presence of tattoo pigment with no malignant 
cells. In other words, the ileac lymph nodes that lit up 
with the tracer used in the scanning had no cancer.  
(There was one other pelvic lymph node that had a 
very small amount of cancer — a 2 mm micro- 
metastasis — which was not detected on scanning.) 
The authors sum up what happened in one sentence: 
"In this report, we describe the case of a false-positive 
PET-CT scan resulting from the deposition of tattoo 
ink in the common ileac lymph nodes in a patient with 
cervical cancer." This is the first case of tattoo ink 
migrating to the lymph nodes of a cervical cancer 
patient. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services has approved the use of PET-CT imaging for 
the initial staging of patients with cervical cancer. 
Unfortunately, false-positive findings may result in 
unnecessary interventions. 

Source: www.medscape.com. 
Contributed by Scientific Group on Cancer Research  

 
Ten Toxic House-plants to Avoid around Children and Pets 

 

 
Dangerous beauties  
Poisoning can occur from:  

 Eating or touching leaves  
 Ingesting berries, blossoms or roots 
 Skin contact with sap or juices 
 Eating soil  
 Drinking water from plant tray  

Philodendron  

Humans: In humans, even small children, ingesting 
philodendron usually has only mild side effects; 
including dermatitis reaction and swelling of the 
mouth and digestive tract. In rare cases, or after 
ingesting large amounts, there have been fatalities in 
children.  

Pothos  

Humans: Burning of the mouth, skin irritation, 

swelling of lips, tongue and throat, vomiting and 
diarrhea.  

Arrowhead plant  

This plant is also related to the philodendron and is 
very easy to care for. It is commonly mixed in dish 
gardens with other plants that require similar care. 
Many people receive arrow-head plants as gifts.  

Lily  

The more toxic varieties include:  

 Calla Lily (which can be fatal to children)  
 Easter Lily  
 Rubrum Lily  
 Tiger Lily  
 Day Lily  
 Asian Lily  
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Different lilies will produce different symptoms in 
pets or humans.  

Humans: stomach upset, vomiting, headache, blurred 
vision and skin irritation.  

Peace Lily  

Humans: Burning and swelling
 
of lips, mouth, and 

tongue, difficulty speaking or swallowing, vomiting 
nausea and diarrhea.  

Dieffenbachia  

Symptoms: extreme pain in the mouth, salivation, 
burning sensation, swelling and numbing of the throat.  

Oleander  

Nerium oleander looks delicate and innocent, but is so 
toxic that even ingesting honey made from its nectar 
can produce symptoms.  

Humans: arrhythmia, dizziness, tremors.  

Caladium  

All parts of the caldadium are considered toxic to 
humans and animals. Symptoms after ingestion can 
include: painful burning and swelling of the mouth, 

tongue, lips and throat, difficulty breathing, speaking, 
and swallowing, and possible blocked airways that 
can lead to death.  

Mother-in-law's Tongue  

In humans: The toxicity level is low, producing short-
lasting symptoms such as mouth pain,

 
salivation and 

some
 

nausea. In rare instances, it can produce a 
dermatological reaction, but is mainly toxic only if 
ingested.  

Ivy  

Humans: Ivy can cause severe skin irritation. 
Ingestion can cause burning in the mouth and

 
throat, 

stupor, convulsions, fever and rash. Usually symptoms      
 

Plants and their toxicity to humans and pets 

are only severe if large amounts of 
 
the plant are eaten. 

Here are some ways of reducing exposure to plant 
toxins:  

 Keep plants out of reach or in rooms where 
children and pets are not allowed.  

 Maintain plants regularly and keep debris cleaned 
up.  

 Label pots with the plant name and whether or not 
it is toxic.  

 Wear gloves while handling or wash hands 
immediately after handling plants that could

 
   

irritate skin or eyes.  
 Don't discard plant clippings where they can be 

easily accessed.  
 Teach children not to touch plants.  

Additional safety tips:  

 Keep potting soils and fertilizers out of reach.  
 Monitor plants for insects.  
 Check pots and soil regularly for mold and 

mildew.  
 Replace broken or cracked pots. This is especially 

important for plastic pots that have been outside 
in the elements.  

 Make sure hanging baskets are sturdy enough to 
support the weight of the plant.  

 Don't place vining plants where the tendrils are in 
reach. A child or pet could pull the plant from the 
shelf by tugging.  

 Make sure plant shelves and ceiling hooks are 
strong enough to support the plant.  

Keep in mind that even non-toxic plants can be a risk. 
Children or pets could choke on small berries, leaves 
or woody stems. Heavy plants can topple, and sharply 
pointed leaves can stick or cut the hands or mouth. 
High shelves and hanging baskets for your plants will 
keep plants and your loved ones safe from harm, 
while still affording you the healthy benefits of live 
plants.  
 
 

Plant      Toxic to Humans              Toxic to Dogs                      Toxic to Cats 
Philodendron Mildly Yes    Yes 

Pothos Yes                                Yes    Yes 

Arrowhead Mildly                           Mildly   Mildly 

Lily    Moderately Moderately    Yes 

Peace Lily                             Yes                                Yes                                 Yes 

Dieffenbachia   Moderately Moderately Moderately 

Oleander   Extremely    Extremely Extremely 

Caladium Yes   Yes Yes 

Mother-in-law's Tongue       Moderately   Moderately Moderately 

Ivy       Mildly Yes Yes 
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Additional information on house plant toxicity  

The purpose of this article is to alert home owners to 
potentially toxic plants, not to replace medical advice 
or treatment. For more  specific  and  detailed  infor-   

 

mation on different symptoms of plant poisoning in 
humans and pets, visit the following links.  

Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Tubifex.  
Contributed by Biological Toxicology Research Division 

  

 

ဆးသ တသနဦးစီးဌာနမ ှကျန်းမာ ရး၀န် ဆာင်မ အစီအစဉ ်

 ဆးသ တသနဦးစီးဌာန “ ကာကယွ် ဆးနငှ့် ရာဂါရှာ ဖွ ရး ဆးခန်း ”  တွင ်  အသည်း ရာင်အသားဝါဘီ 
ကာကွယ် ဆးထိးနှ ပးြခင်း၊ လိအပ် သာစစ် ဆးမများနှင့် ဓာတ်ခွဲစမ်းသပ်မများြပုလပ် ပးြခင်း၊ အသည်း ရာင် 
အသားဝါ ဘီပိး/စီပိး သယ် ဆာင် သာ လူနာများအား   ဆွး နွး၊   အကြပု၊   လမ်းညန်၊  ကသ ပးြခင်းများကိ  
နစ့ဉ်(ရးဖွင့်ရက်)  နနက် ၁၀နာရီ မ ှည န ၃နာရီအတွင်း ဆာင်ရွက် ပး နပါသည်။ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ကျန်းမာ ရးဝန်ကီးဌာနမှဝန်ထမ်းများအားြဖန် ့ ဝ ပးပါရန် မတ္တ ာရပ်ခအပ်ပါသည်။ 
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(၄၄) ကိမ် ြမာက် ြမနမ်ာနိင်င ကျနး်မာ ရးဆိင်ရာ သ တသန ညီလာခ 
ဆးသ တသနဦးစီးဌာန  

 ကျန်းမာ ရးဝန်ကီးဌာနမှ ကီးမှူ းကျင်းပသည့် (၄၄) ကိမ် ြမာက် ြမန်မာနိင်ငကျန်းမာ ရးဆိင်ရာသ တသန 
ညီလာခကိ ၂၀၁၆ ခနှစ် ဇန်နဝါရီလ ( ၅ ) ရက်မှ ( ၉ ) ရက်အထိ ဆးသ တသနဦးစီးဌာန၊ အမှတ်(၅)၊ ဇီ၀ကလမ်း၊ 
ဒဂမို န့ယ်၊ ရန်ကန် မို တ့ွင် ကျင်းပရန် စီစဉ်ထားပါသည်။ 

 ညီလာခတွင် ကျန်းမာ ရးသ တသနစာတမ်းဖတ်ပွဲ၊ ကျန်းမာ ရးသ တသနပိစတာြပပွဲနှင့် ကျန်းမာ ရး 
ပညာရပ်ဆိင်ရာ ဟာ ြပာပွဲများ ပါဝင်မည်ြဖစ်ရာ စိတ်ပါဝင်စားသူ ြပည်တွင်းြပည်ပမှ ပညာရှင်များအား ဖိတ် ခ  
အပ်ပါသည်။  သ တသနစာတမ်းတင်သွင်းရန်အတွက် စာတမ်းအကျဉ်းကိ (၃၀-၁၀-၂၀၁၅) ရက် နာက်ဆးထား၍ 
လည်း ကာင်း၊ စာတမ်းအြပည့်အစကိ (၃၀-၁၁-၂၀၁၅) ရက် နာက်ဆးထား၍လည်း ကာင်း ဆးသ တသနဦးစီးဌာနသိ ့
ပးပိန့ိင်ပါသည်။ 

 ြပည်တွင်း၊ ြပည်ပ NGO အဖွဲအ့စည်းများ၊ ဆးဝါးကမ္ပဏီများ၊  ဓာတ်ခွဲခန်းကိရိယာ၊    ဓာတပစ္စည်းတင်သွင်း 
သည့် ကမ္ပဏီများနှင့်  ြပည်တွင်း၊ ြပည်ပပဂ္ဂလိက ဓာတ်ခွဲခန်းများ၊   ဆးရများ၊  ဆးခန်းများအားလည်း ဆးပစ္စညး် 
ကိရိယာြပခန်းများ၊ ပိစတာြပခန်းများနှင့် ပညာရပ်ဆိင်ရာ ဟာ ြပာပွဲများတွင် ပါဝင်ဆင်နဲနိင်ပါရန်   ဖိတ် ခ ထား 
ကာင်းနှင့်  စာတမ်းတင်သွင်းမများနှင့်  ဆးပစ္စည်းကိရိယာြပခန်းများ၊   ပိစတာြပခန်းများအတွက်  အ သးစိတ် 

သိလိပါက E-mail: publicationdmr@gmail.com သိ ့ ဆက်သွယ်နိင်ပါသည်။ 

(၄၄)ကိမ် ြမာက်ြမန်မာနိင်ငကျန်းမာ ရးဆိင်ရာသ တသနညီလာခကျင်းပ ရးလပ်ငန်း ကာ်မတီ 
ဆးသ တသနဦးစီးဌာန 

အမှတ်(၅)၊ ဇီဝကလမ်း၊ ဒဂမို န့ယ်၊ ၁၁၁၉၁၊ ရန်ကန် မို ။့ 
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